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Chris Mason
Chris Mason is Hoffman Transport, Inc.’s Employee of the Month for November. Chris has been part of the Hoffman Transport, Inc. family since 2013 as a
guard. Recently, Chris was made the Overnight Dispatcher. He will continue
his guard duties, while adding dispatching to his overnight arsenal. Chris is a
reliable, trusted part of our Hoffman Team. He has a lot on his plate overnights and is doing well. Outside of work, Chris feels the “Need for Speed.”
He is an avid fan of racing, specifically local racing. When you see Chris coming in or going out of the yard, please congratulate him on a job well done.
HOFFMAN TRANSPORT, INC. 485 MASON DIXON ROAD

GREENCASTLE

PA 17225 (717) 597 7117 www.hoffmantransport.com

Richard Osenbaugh

Hoffman Transport, Inc. would like to congratulate Richard Osenbaugh for being
chosen as Shop Employee of the Month for November. Richard has been a major
asset to Hoffman's trailer repair department since his hire in 2013. Not only does
Richard assist with after hours breakdowns, he frequently comes to the yard on
weekends to ensure that there are clean trailers ready to be used on Monday.
Hoffman management would like to thank Richard for his time and hard work.
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I can honestly say that 2020 has been the most difficult year I have witnessed in my tenure at
Hoffman Transport. I think back to the tremendous challenges that we faced in 2008 from the
financial crisis that wrecked our economy and the capacity glut of 2015-2016, but this year has
been far more difficult to navigate than those years combined. The year started with an eerie
feeling that things had been going well for far too long. Capacity was outpacing demand, ship
point changes and resourcing were becoming more common, and network realignments were
becoming almost a daily challenge. Then COVID changed our lives forever. Fear and uncertainty engulfed the world. Our economy came to a grinding halt. Our major customer’s volume was cut in half. However, we survived and we’re still here getting the job done. You are
the reason for the company’s survival. Your hard work and dedication through these uncertain
and challenging times has placed this company in a position to capitalize on the economy’s rebound and the tightening of capacity.
The only thing that I am sure of going into 2021 is that this industry will continue to change.
Customers will change freight origins, regulations will change, and market conditions will be
like a roller coaster over the next several years. The only thing that remains constant is the
hard work exhibited by everyone at Hoffman Transport. No matter what happens, we will survive and overcome the challenges that we face in our industry.
I believe 2021 will be a bright and prosperous year for us. Our customer base has returned to
normal shipping levels and we have some fantastic new business on the horizon that will integrate seamlessly into our network. We are currently in the final stages of on-boarding and testing our Electronic Data Interface with Tractor Supply. Our initial startup will be roughly 25
stores within a 200 mile radius of Hagerstown, and we’ll have the ability to double, if not triple, that number into 2021 if we maintain high service levels. The majority of the freight will
be single stop loads with minimal unloading times. This will be dedicated freight with each
store having its own delivery day and time.
I want to thank everyone for your hard work during this challenging year. I believe we have
the opportunity to smooth out our network going into 2021 and add a very valuable customer
to our book of business.
Thank you,
J. Chris Hoffman
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URGENT!!!
Due to the upcoming holidays and businesses
being closed, please make your appointment to
update your credentials as soon as possible.

Driver

Expires

Driver

Expires

Keith Williams
Karl Wenzl
Daryl Anders
Jason Williams
Greg Pheabus
Sonny Hoffman
Steve Pastore
Jonathon Walter
David Testa
Josh Johnson

11/6/20
11/9/20
11/14/20
11/14/20
11/26/20
12/5/20
12/23/20
1/4/21
1/17/21
1/24/21

Jason Williams
Harry Leedy
Charles Miller
Keith Williams

11/14/20
12/18/20
1/6/21
1/10/21
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Brad Kline

JeMon Bryant

Thank You from the Safety Department
I received a Near Collision video on Dave Testa via our
SmartDrive camera system. The reason it was a “Near Collision” and not a “Collision” was because Dave was operating
our vehicle like a Professional Driver.
Dave was driving without distraction and scanning the road
ahead. A car coming towards him, crossed the double yellow
line and Dave reacted immediately, maneuvering to the right
causing us from striking the car.
Had he not been paying attention to the road ahead, that vehicle could’ve struck us
head-on. It wouldn’t have been a good situation.
Thanks, Dave, for continuing to be a safe, professional driver for Hoffman
Transport.
Ryan
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From September 2020

Barry Peck
Bill Dunigan
Carl Young
Carlos Aponte
Chad Brown
Chuck Miller
Chris Varner
Cliff Harry
Cody Ritz
Cory Grantham
Curtis Brandle
Daryl Anders

Dave Testa
Dennis Yokum
Desmond Pantaja
Detrick Landrum
Doug Ledford
Drew Vignali
Sonny Hoffman
Ed Jackson
Eddie Kelbaugh
Eldon Robison
Greg Lindsay
Dave Frankton

Harry Leedy
Jeff Davy
Jerry Mclanahan
John Hardwick
Josh Johnson
John Walter
Justin Snodderly
Karl Wenzl
Keith Williams
Ken Roberts
Lonn Stevenson
Mike Weir

Paul Demers
Phil Dumas
Randy Baker
Ron Lockhart
Ron Wolfe
Steve Pastore
Tom Cusic
Tyler Colvin
Bill Tansley

Drivers with no more than 1 HOS violation under 10 minutes, no more than 1 missed fuel stop, and no more than 2 fuel stopoffs within 5 minutes.

Bill Woods

Number of
Drivers in each # of Drivers
category

Greg Pheabus

%

Category

45

57

79%

Violation Free

2

57

4%

Honorable Mention

10

57

17%

Not Applicable
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Tony Bassham

Chris Hoffman

Dorothy
Ridenour

Jeremy Case

Adrianne
Robison

John
Hardwick

Chad Brown

William Colvin

Steven Gray
Clifford Harry

Jason Williams

Cory
Grantham

Rodger Davis

Detrick
Landrum

Ryan Swope

Tim Mangle

Happy Work Anniversary
Desmond Pantaja

2 years

Randy Baker

Chad Brown

1 year

John Hardwick 1 year

Jerry McClanahan 4 years

Cody Ritz

1 year
2 years

Thank you for being a part of the Hoffman team!
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Below are the Performance Bonus Winners for September 2020. If you see your name, please see Ryan
to collect your winnings.
Hoffman Transport Inc.
September 2020 Performance Bonus Winners
*
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Top 10% Top 50%
$100.00
$50.00
$100.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00

MPG
7.87
7.83
7.81
7.8
7.77
7.69
7.65
7.6
7.6
7.56
7.56
7.55
7.54
7.5
7.49
7.47

Trk
432
398
431
411
425
429
430
403
412
402
409
416
404
390
397
406

Name
Cooper, D
Frankton, D
Weir, M
Davy, J
Kelbaugh, E
Robison, E
Demers, P
Anders, D
Brown, C
Lockhart, R
Dunigan, B
Williams, K
Jackson, E
Williams, J
Whittington, B
Pantaja, D
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Here’s How Stores Are Changing Black Friday For The Pandemic
Black Friday is officially Black November. Also parts of October. And December, too.
The shopping spectacular is getting a pandemic-induced makeover, with many major retailers starting their sales earlier than ever and ending them later. Companies are hoping to avoid
the crush of customers that crowd stores on the Friday after Thanksgiving by giving them
more buying, pickup and delivery options.
This year, the Black Friday deals that are usually reserved for in-store shopping will appear
online during the month. Nearly 51% of shoppers feel anxious about shopping in-store during
the holidays and 64% of their budget is expected to be spent online, according to a new shopping survey from Deloitte.
“Black Friday has definitely transitioned more into a digital affair in the past five years,” said
Neil Saunders, retail analyst and managing director at GlobalData Retail, previously told CNN
Business. “The focal point is not that single day anymore. It’s an event spread out over several
days.”
And those who are brave (or crazy) enough to hit the stores on Black Friday will notice enhanced safety protocols and capacity controls.
Here’s how major US retailers changed their Black Friday plans this year:

“As we’ve said, Black Friday isn’t just one day this year — it’s months
long,” Best Buy said in a statement.
That’s true: Some Best Buy deals became available online in October
with more deals going live in stores on November 1. On select days, Best
Buy shoppers can get deeper discounts from its Black Friday ad early via its website, with the
first event beginning November 5.
Stores will open at 5 am on Black Friday with the retailer still requiring shoppers to wear face
coverings. It’s also enforcing capacity controls and there will be a “dedicated customer experience host” to help direct shoppers and answer questions.

Contactless curbside pickup and expanded same-day delivery will also be available.
Home Depot will offer discounts online and in stores from November 6 through
December 2.
The retailer recently said it decided to “reinvent” Black Friday this year to reduce stress for consumers who typically rush to stores in droves to grab the best
deals. Given the pandemic, the company indicated that maintaining safety was
also a factor in its decision.
Home Depot gave its app users advance access earlier this week to some of the discounts.
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Loyal customers will see an expanded selection of items, with the
company selling more home goods, exercise equipment and other
items people wouldn’t normally associate with the home improvement retailer.
Lowe’s “Season of Savings” already began last week — its earliest start date ever. The Black
Friday-like event includes “competitive deals in-store and online” through December.
One notable addition this year: Free delivery of fresh-cut trees and wreaths on orders more
than $45.
Black Friday sales at the department store will begin online
and in stores beginning November 4.
On the day after Thanksgiving itself, Macy’s said shoppers can
“expect to shop those same deals safely in-store” with additional cleaning, employees wearing
personal protection equipment and “occupancy checks with an emphasis on traffic flow to anticipate and mitigate crowds.”
Macy’s is also promoting curbside pickup, buy-online-pick-up in store and same-day delivery
through DoorDash.
Deals will be sold online and in stores for the entire month of November in a
promotion called “Black Friday Now.” Target will offer “weeklong discounts
and digital deals every day” beginning on November 1. It’s also extending its
price-match policy from two weeks after the purchase date to two months.
Target is also bolstering its safety features at its stores — including contactless
payment in its app, reducing lines by having employees rove the store to let customers pay and
letting shoppers make reservations.
America’s largest retailer is spreading Black Friday sales
over three weekends, which will begin on its website before hitting stores a few days later. “Black Friday Deals for
Days” encompasses the first, second and fourth weekends
of November, with the deals appearing online Wednesdays.
Although it’s pushing people to shop online and use its curbside pickup option, shoppers that
go to its stores won’t experience the pandemonium of the past. Instead, they will form singlefile lines at the entrance and be given sanitized shopping carts. “Health Ambassadors” will be
stationed at entrances to remind people to put on their masks. Social distancing will be enforced inside with capacity controls and one-way lanes.
Walmart said the changes at its stores “will be safer and more manageable for both our customers and our associates.”
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